COMPENDIUM OF
LEADERSHIP LESSONS
FROM THE CAREER NOTES OF ED BURGHARD

NOTES ON LEADERSHIP

ABOUT THE
COMPENDIUM
This is a collection of notes on the topic of leadership
that I compiled over my 33-year career at Procter &
Gamble. It represents the teaching of many excellent
leaders I had the privilege to learn from. Unfortunately,
I am unable to give proper individual attribution for all
the information. Suffice it to say that it is not my work,
but rather the wisdom of leaders who took the time to
invest in helping me develop my leadership skills.

“Great leaders are almost always great simplifiers, who can cut through argument, debate, and doubt to offer a solution everybody can
understand.”
General Colin Powell

The best way to determine if a person is truly leading is to look carefully and see if
folks are following over time. Neither fear, nor rank can produce productive followers.

Leaders reward their followers for outstanding work so their current followers feel
good about their accomplishments and want to stretch for even better results.

Leaders are easy to follow. You know where they are headed and what their expectations are. They steer by a consistent and clearly articulated vision.

Leaders have a healthy dissatisfaction for the status quo, for both themselves
and their business.

Leaders take a long-term perspective and train their people to do the same. They
recognize how hard it is to win if the direction is constantly changing.

Leaders demonstrate integrity. People want to do what is right, and they want to
follow somebody they can trust to operate ethically.

Leaders act in a manner that makes people want to follow them. They empower,
trust and act as a barrier buster.

Leaders encourage and manage change; they see change as an opportunity for
both personal and business growth, not as a threat.

Leaders help people improve their own leadership skills. They train, they encourage, they give credit, and they act as a positive role model.

Leaders have fun. They see leading as a blessing not a curse.
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“Leaders must be tough enough to fight, tender enough to cry, human enough to make mistakes, humble enough to admit them, strong
enough to absorb the pain, and resilient enough to bounce back and keep on moving.”
Jessie Jackson
Vision starts with mastery. Simply put, you can’t have a compelling vision if you do
not know the subject in-depth. You don’t need to know every detail, but you do need
to have a working mastery of the most important elements. The better you understand
the principles involved, the more compelling a vision you can create.
Effective vision has stature. If you are going to try and enroll people, give them a
vision worth supporting. For example, Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” is a vision with stature. Better enabling people to more fully achieve the American Dream, in
my opinion, is another example of a vision with stature (and one I hope you will help
me establish as a goal for the economic development profession).
Effective leadership requires you to understand your competitive advantage. It
might be to know your job better than anybody else, or to have in-depth knowledge
on a specific subject. Typically, the longer you have been a leader, the competitive
advantage shifts from depth to breath of knowledge. You have seen similar problems
before (experience) and understand the patterns of success and failure.

text. If you are leading across or down, leverage people’s depth of knowledge to support it.
Effective leaders never forget to answer the question “What’s in it for me”? People want to know why they should follow. Answering the question creates understanding and commitment. Whenever you focus on answering the question for people, you
have their full attention.
Leaders don’t make an emotional judgment on facts. They accept it as reality and
focus more on what should be done next. Assigning blame is a worthless exercise.
Understanding and addressing the drivers of a current condition leads to improvement or resolution. Think in systems terms. Work on the system as well as in the system.
Leaders genuinely enjoy their role. It is transparently obvious to people if you are
forcing yourself to be a leader. If you know your stuff, set a sound vision, use good
basic leadership skills and enjoy coming to work, you will have followers

You can lead effectively from whatever position you are in. If you are leading up
the organization, your can strengthen your vision by discussing it in a broader con-
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“Leadership and learning are indispensable to each other.”
John F. Kennedy
Leadership is the ability to establish a direction and motivate people to move in
that direction. It is more than a particular operating style. It is the ability to deliver results consistently and over time.
Superior knowledge of a subject is typically the foundation of good leadership.
A true leader knows the subject better than anybody else. There is no substitute for
knowledge: no style, no process, no people skills can tale its place.
By definition, you can’t be a leader without a vision. You need to translate your expert knowledge into a direction of where to go.
A vision is necessary, but not sufficient to being a good leader. You need to be
able to communicate your vision in a way that enrolls people in your plans. They need
to share your commitment and have confidence their contributions will be recognized
and rewarded.

The most successful leaders leverage existing work systems to make their visions happen. As a general rule, they don’t waste time “bucking the system”. They
understand and appreciate the efficiencies and value of making the system work for
them. However, when the system becomes an insurmountable roadblock, they challenge it and make the system better.
The best leaders demonstrate high levels of intuition and courage. They take decisions. They collect and analyze data and then make a decision based on what they
learned and what their “gut” is telling them. The best leaders do not succumb to
analysis paralysis.
Leadership is not a style. It is not as simple at have the head seat at a table and issuing orders to be followed. With leadership, the style is less important than the results. There are many styles that can deliver outstanding results.
Leadership is not about executing consensus or making impulsive decisions or
reacting to what you think Management wants.
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“Have the courage to say no. Have the courage to face the truth. Do the right thing because it is right. These are the magic keys to living
your life with integrity.”
Author Unknown
Clear Mind – Great leaders understand the key factors affecting a decision – people,
competition, environment, etc. They take a focused approach to analyzing issues and
alternatives; and make the time to explain why they choose a particular course of action.
Keen Judgment – Great leaders make decisions with the right amount of data and
input. They understand the risks and are willing to take ownership of the outcomes.
Great leaders do not play the “blame game”.

Cheerful Disposition – Great leaders create a positive and collaborative working environment. They are not only “up” when things are going well, but also set a positive
tone I tough times. The project a winning, positive attitude that is infectious.
Discreet Mouth – Great leaders do not seek “air time”. They say what needs to be
said, when it needs to be said. They attack issues and not people, and avoid talking
to hear themselves speak. In addition, they stop improper discussions and rumor
mongering whenever they hear it.

Humble Spirit – Great leaders have a realistic view of their abilities and personal areas of opportunity. They are not afraid to admit they do not have all the answers.
Equally important, they are willing to learn from people around them and recognize
the skills of their team. Great leaders give credit to others when there are successes,
and take personal responsibility for failures.
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“I believe the real difference between success and failure in a corporation can be very often traced to a question of how well the organization brings out the great energies and talents of its people.”
Thomas J. Watson, Jr.
Invest time in creating a work relationship. It is important to get to know the people
who are working with and for you. Share backgrounds, interests, and your core values. Find common ground to make a personal connection. Talk about your preferred
way of working and communicating. Importantly, talk about how you will give feedback so the person is not surprised. To get the most out of somebody, you have to
know them well enough to assess their true potential. Talk about what you like and dislike (what motivates or de-motivates you). It doesn’t mean you need to make the person your closest friend, but you do need to know them as a person.
Set clear performance expectations. You need to invest enough time when assigning a task to talk about what success looks like. Explain how completion of the task
helps achieve the bigger organizational objectives. Ensure the person knows how his/
her work fits in strategically. People want to make a personal difference, but it isn’t always clear how their role contributes to the bigger picture. If there are unwritten protocols, let the person know. Set measurable and time bound objectives so there is no
surprise when you check-in on progress.

Don’t assume people understand. Create a relationship where it is okay to ask questions. Make time to be a sounding board for ideas. Coach on how to anticipate questions and/or problems so the information needed to resolve them is available. Emphasize the need for follow-through on commitments. Create a sense of urgency to ensure work gets done expeditiously. Take the time to review the status of projects
weekly. You may be amazed how much you can accomplish over a cup of coffee.
Regularly provide direct and honest feedback. People need to know you care
about their individual success. This is accomplished by having an honest discussion
on how well the person is meeting your expectations. Many leaders gloss over inprocess feedback and deliver a “judgment” during an annual performance review (if
ever). You need to adopt the mentality that the person’s success is your success, and
their failure is also your responsibility. Bad behaviors need to be addressed and corrected quickly before they become career-limiting habits.
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Provide examples of what good looks like. Spend the time coaching to ensure
quality of work and effectiveness of results. How a person achieves a goal is important. Encourage approaches that build a positive reputation for the person so
people want to work with him/her. Don’t give the person answers, give him/her
guidance. If a problem needs to be solved, teach the person how to solve it so
the next time it can be done without your help. Teach skill development and problem solving methods.
Don’t confuse a person’s style with results. There are typically many ways to
achieve an objective. Your way is not the only one, nor is it necessarily the best
one. Keep your focus on the end result and allow the person as much latitude on
the process as possible. Course correct only if you feel the path will not lead to
success. As a leader, you need to be able to motivate and get the most of people
who are different than you. Often, this requires you to step outside your comfort
zone. View it as a personal growth opportunity and seize it enthusiastically. You
will probably learn something.
Deliver the right level of coaching for the person’s experience. New people
require more coaching than experienced people. The conversations you have
with people will be impacted by how much they do or do not know. Be more directive with inexperienced people and give people with experience greater latitude
to be innovative.
Encourage a reasonable work/life balance. Don’t encourage a 24x7 attitude in
the people you lead. Make it okay to invest in interests outside of work. Lead by
example. Studies show that people with a balanced life are happier and more productive. A little encouragement on your part will have a profound positive impact
on the people you lead.
Use other resources to help the person develop. In addition to your 1:1 coaching, encourage people to leverage all resources (e.g. training sessions, reading
books, online seminars, conversations with subject matter experts, etc.) that can
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“Accountability breeds response-ability”
Stephen R. Covey
Leadership means accepting personal responsibility for our own actions, as well
as the actions of those we lead.
The easy question is: “Does that mean I can take credit for my subordinate’s good
results?” The simple answer is “No”.
A fundamental tenet of leadership is to reward good work, and to give it
visibility. This means a leader should not only give positive feedback to the person
(people) doing the work, but should also share the results with others who are important in the person’s on-going career development. Giving recognition produces many
dividends – motivation, self-confidence, loyalty, and a clear sense of what type of behavior the organization rewards.
The hard question is: “Does this mean I must bear the consequences for my own or a
subordinate’s poor result? Absolutely! Taking responsibility for potentially negative outcomes is as fundamental a leadership concept as is providing positive
reinforcement.

Without a doubt, it is easier to play the “blame game” in the short run. Nobody
likes criticism. But, we’ve all seen how the blame game plays out. We see it in the
courts that are full of plaintiffs looking to blame someone for an injury caused by a calculated risk they assumed. Parents blame teachers for their children’s poor academic performance. At work, managers blame individuals or other Functions for failing to achieve project timing or profit targets.
The big problem with the “blame game” is it doesn’t make us any smarter. It creates a downward spiral casting us into the victim role. In contrast, accepting responsibility breaks the cycle. Constructive criticism can be a great teacher. It gives us the
experience to make better strategic choices, to better explain work projects, to be better resources for other people to leverage and to become an even better leader.
Tough times require responsible actions. And it is in tough times that true leaders
separate from pretenders.
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“Feedback is the breakfast of champions”
Ken Blanchard
What Does It Mean To Say “I Am Accountable”?
I attended a lecture one time where this was the focus of the talk. The speaker used
the word accountable as an acronym to describe its meaning in leadership. Hopefully
you will find the acronym useful as you think through what it means to be accountable.

Understand that mistakes are learning opportunities and not obstacles.
Never let the inappropriate actions of others control your thoughts.
Take time to listen to and recognize the contribution of others.

Act swiftly to understand what is needed.

Adapt quickly to changing dynamics

Champion everyday activities with a sense of urgency.

Begin each day by asking “How can I make a difference?”

Commit to do things better today than yesterday.

Learn from the minority point of view, it often contains critical perspective.

Own your operation (department) as though it was your personal business.

Encourage everybody to continually “raise the bar”.
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“Not only was John Pepper an extraordinarily creative CEO at P&G, but he also had an unusual ability to communicate what I call characterbased leadership.”
David M. Ahshire
Quick True Story About John Pepper
My P&G office was north of Cincinnati. One day, I had a meeting with John Pepper
and a number of other senior P&G managers to discuss a business initiative I was recommending. I left my office in plenty of time to get to the meeting before it started.
However, there was an accident on the highway and I got caught in stopped traffic. I
called John’s assistant to let her know what was happening. I arrived to John’s office
20-minutes late and completely flustered for having rushed as quickly as possible
once the traffic started flowing. Several of the managers seated at the conference table (including my direct line managers) were clearly agitated that I kept our CEO waiting and had caused the meeting to start late. John quickly assessed the situation. He
stood up, walked over to shake my hand, and thanked me for working through the traffic jam to get to the meeting. He asked if there were any injuries (there were not), literally poured me a cup of coffee, and then made polite conversation while I got my
nerves under control and the presentation ready to deliver.

I know it may seem like a little thing to many people, but to me (a junior manager in a
global company) it was a very big thing and it made a positive impression that has
lasted over 15-years. John showed compassion, integrity, and respect; three traits of
great leaders.
Notes About Leadership From a Talk Given by John Pepper
They are passionate about leaving a personal mark. It is important to them to
make a personal difference in whatever they do. They own their area of responsibility,
and seek to do more than is asked of them. They look for new and better ways to do
the work that will improve results and better develop their team.
They have uncompromising integrity. They say what they mean and mean what
they say. They share their point-of-view even if it is unpopular. They try to let facts dictate their conclusions and they recommend the “right thing to do” even if it is the
harder thing to do. To the degree possible, they are apolitical. They listen carefully to
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input, but do not let contrary opinions lead them to adopt a course of action inconsistent with their best judgment.
They are objectively dissatisfied with the status quo. They are not critical for
the sake of being critical. They identify gaps between the way things are currently
being done and the way they could be done to get better results. Then they focus
on correcting the flaws and improving performance. They are system thinkers and
know that process improvements yield dividends immediately and over time. They
strive to make things better than when they got there.
They deeply respect themselves and others. They are attentive listeners and
believe the input of others will help them make better decisions. They are objective in assessing the strengths and weaknesses of their team members. They are
quick to address leadership issues and focus on getting the right people in the
right roles for success. They know that people development is key to sustainable
performance. Their appreciation for people translates into a concentration on training and personnel development.
They focus their attention and energy on doing the job they are in now. They
spend relatively little time thinking about their next assignment and throw themselves completely into their current assignment. They have a high degree of confidence that their own performance will speak for itself and translate into a successful career. They ignore things outside of their sphere of influence.
They establish stretching objectives and performance standards for themselves and their teams. They are realistic in assessing what is possible and the
resources required for success. They aren’t unduly optimistic nor pessimistic.
They make principle-based decisions. They resist over complicating or over intellectualizing things. They concentrate their attention on the substance, not the
form of issues. They try to identify practical values to guide choices. Their approach can be characterized as one of common sense and results oriented.
They are decisive. They treat time as a limited commodity. They understand how
to assess risk and are comfortable accepting it. They take the time to get the information needed to make a good decision, but are wary of taking time to get
enough data to make the perfect decision.
They approach problem solving as a process. They neutralize personalities
when problem solving and rely on facts. They understand that conflict needs to
be addressed and resolved early in order to ensure successful execution of any
action plan. They can tell you not only what their decision is, but also why it is
right for the problem at hand.
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“Strategy is about making choices, trade-offs; it’s about deliberately choosing to be different.”
Michael Porter
FROM: Gil Cloyd
TO:

Ed Burghard

Leadership begins when we reflect upon what we will do to advance our part of
the business. Strong leadership is first and foremost a strong personal commitment.
It is more than a commitment to the organization and our colleagues; it is a personal
contract with ourselves, which we intend to fulfill with high integrity.
Good leadership requires us to be choiceful. We need to focus upon the really important – the really impactful. Good leaders maintain this focus, rise above the many
distractions, which are always present, and are tenacious in pursuit of their key objectives. They also provide clarity for their vision. This is necessary to gain the understanding and commitment from all stakeholders. People only will actively pursue and
commit to goals, which are well understood and appreciated. Establishing a personal
standard to always reduce objectives to a clearly written form is a good means to capture the clarity required.

Good leaders are data based. They do their homework and fully understand their
situation. They reflect upon the facts, seek peer input, and fully integrate their experiential knowledge base. This allows them to reduce uncertainty and instill the organizational norm that data, not “grey hairs”, predominate in decision-making. This leads to
higher quality results and empowers everyone in an organization.
Good leadership engages all stakeholders. It requires ongoing interaction with people to maintain their understanding and commitment. It also is respectful of people’s
capabilities, challenging but empowering. People are allowed to truly own their component of an initiative, but good leadership requires attention to specific action planning and personal accountability.
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“You’ve got to think about big things while you’re doing small things, so that all the small things go in the right direction.”
Alvin Toffler
The human resource is more valuable than the capital resource.
Leaders, not Managers, make the difference. Creativity and realizing the vision is
the leader’s key role.
The real value to a Company in the next century will not be managers who teach people to execute – it will be leaders who teach people to dream. We must make room
for dreamers and create an environment where the price people pay to effect
change is not so painful that few people are willing or able to pay it. Because an
idea is 1,000 times more powerful than a fact, success requires that in the future
ideas are valued even more than facts have been in the past.
Leaders must capture the hearts of people -- not just their hands and heads.
Every person is a unique source of knowledge and information.

When people do things because they want to – not because they have to – you
have succeeded as a leader.
Enthusiasm is contagious – it moves people to action. It is more impactful than rank
or position.
A leader’s job:
To teach so people will know.
To share so people will grow.
To give light so that people will find their own way.

When your pupils become your teachers, you have reached maturity as a leader.
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“A good leader inspires others with confidence in him/her. A great leader inspires them with confidence in themselves.”
Author Unknown

Lead by Doing. No organization can confer upon you the role of a leader – you must
earn it by playing the part. If you act as the leader, chances are you will be recognized as one. If you claim to be a leader and don’t behave like one, the organization
will simply ignore you (or in the worst case ostracize you).
Own the Vision. Without a vision, the organization is without direction. Never underestimate the power of a well-articulated vision to motivate people to action.
Take the lead on an idea. Get an idea that can move the organization where you
want it to go. You don’t need to personally conceive the idea, but you must be able to
recognize a good one when you hear it. Then test out reactions to the idea by sharing
it with stakeholders. Based on the feedback, articulate the idea in a visible way (on
paper, in speeches, etc.). If you have effectively pre-seeded the idea with stakeholders, it will draw visible support. Now that you have the lead, drive forward to accomplish the vision.

Act Quickly. You need to step up and lead immediately when the opportunity presents. Organizations abhor a leadership vacuum. If you don’t take the lead quickly,
somebody else (or some other organization) will. This is not a call for snap decisions.
Rather, it is recognition that you gain the lead by acting quickly and visibly to set the
direction.
Maintain Focus. Don’t get distracted with tasks. Know where you want to go and stay
the course. Choose to focus on the few, major goals you want the organization to
achieve and constantly bring them to the forefront of the work to be done. These are
the action steps that make a real difference. If your organization wanders, it is most
likely because you personally got off track. As the leader, your behavior sets the standard for your organization.
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ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS FROM
READERS
“I have found that sometimes when one person offers a negative it paves the way
for others to chime in. I have also found that being the one to offer positive feedback can more often than not stop the negativity in its tracks and put the conversation back on the right track.”
“I was in a leadership position and my leader paid consultants to tell us that we
should make sure that we offer positive feedback at least once every 7 days.
While I didn’t see many of my colleagues often enough to do this…I always made
sure that in our leadership meetings before I said anything else, I would thank
those colleagues for helping me with…whatever they had helped me with and
share the results of their help.”
“From my time at P&G, I recall the following excellent lessons and finer points of
leadership that have been exceptionally valuable:
1) A true leader does not treat supplier like suppliers – rather, a leader sees them
as partners. A true leader recognizes the unique value these partners bring to the
table, the efforts and impact they have on the business, and enables them to feel
valued
2) Always seek to understand. Always. Even if you “know” you are right, seek to
understand the point of view of one another. Not only could you find an alternative
way to your goal, but you also simultaneously build a collaborative, inclusive work
environment
3) A leader isn’t necessarily somebody who has ALL the answers. But it is somebody who knows who/how to ask to help get those answers.
4) Leaders are not always in the lead – but they have a passion to be there. And it
is that passion which is contagious, infectious, and a key ingredient for success.
5) A leader knows when to listen. This is even more important than acting.
6) A leader takes the bullets for the team. And the team must know this – not to
take advantage, but to know that they have support. It is this support which enables the team to excel and innovate.”
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“Rule: Treat people like you want them to stay, not like you want them to fix their mistakes. Remind them of all the positive things they do and the successes they have
had. Too many times, the only time people hear good things from their management
is when they have threatened to leave.”
“Courage: have the courage to stand for what yo believe is right, or if you see the
popular current going in the wrong direction. Until the final decision is made, weigh in
with data and/or experience-based debate. If everyone is too readily in agreement,
there are too many people in the room.”
“A good leader makes choices. There are always more good ideas out there, than
there are resources to achieve them all. And leaders in particular will constantly find
(or be offered) new and great opportunities for their organizations. (After all, no one is
going to consciously try to sell the boss on a bad idea.) The best leaders make, communicate, and stick with a handful of strategic choices…recognizing that it is better to
do three things with excellence than to spread a team too thin and then fail to complete 5-10 things.”
“Hidden agendas do go a long ways to promote a lack of trust within the organization.
Perhaps hidden agendas are at the root of the levels of mistrust people have toward
everything from government, religion, and for profit organizations. Organizations have
increased efficiency through collaboration and full disclosure within the organization.
To walk the talk this policy must extend outside the organization.”
“A good leader must advocate for their employees and own their team’s failures. Giving credit and recognition is the only true way to build a high performance environment and a culture that encourages team work and creativity.”
“I personally believe that the greatest and most successful leaders of all, are focussed on ultimately, replacing themselves. This is the highest calling and commission of any leader. These are simple words but the implications hidden in these words
are huge.”
“I respect the approach of a leader who is not concerned about getting credit for the
good. A good leader looks out for those he or she is leading and gives them every
opportunity to grow and shine.”
“Empowering people opens the gates for out-of-the-box thinking and problemsolving, creativity, and accountability, for the more valued a person feels, the more
ownership he is inclined to take for decisions, quality and productivity.”

“My leadership tip is simple: Hold Yourself Accountable. The “do as I say, not as I do”
model is present in many sales cultures today. I am sure that most would agree that
this is not an effective leadership strategy. I learned this lesson because I was both a
bad manager and good manager in my past. Now my goal is to just be accountable
for everything I do or say I will do.”
“We need to retrain the brain to look at the three critical areas of a business, its vision,
its mission and its contribution to society. It is imperative to keep stretching our mental muscles or else they will become inflexible, rigid and stagnate. It is essential that
after each crisis management fix that we do not return to our usual routines too
quickly but analyze the real issues that contributed to the crisis and put processes
and warning flags in place to ensure they don’t happen again.”
“The late John Smale (Procter & Gamble CEO) has been quoted as saying:: Whom
the Gods want to destroy, they send forty years of Success.”

Photography Note:
All photographs in this eBook were taken by the author
during a visit to Alaska. The choice of using scenes from
Alaska was inspired by The Wharton MBA Alaska
Leadership Venture program. This venture challenges
participants to sharpen their leadership skills in an
extreme setting. For perspective, the Wharton
Leadership Development Workshop Series is an impressive program created by the University’s Center For
Leadership and Change Management. These photos are
the author’s attempt to capture the same leadership spirit
behind the conception of the Wharton program.
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“That dream of a land in which life should be better and richer and fuller for every man, with an opportunity for each according to his ability
or achievement”. James Truslow Adams, The Epic of America

THE STRENGTHENING BRAND AMERICA PROJECT
The Strengthening Brand America Project is an educational website
that teaches economic development professionals how to reapply
product and corporate branding principles as a strategy to help
their residents more fully realize the American Dream.

unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pur-

What is the American Dream? It is the promise of our Nation. Pursuit of the American Dream has been the inspiration for millions of
immigrants who believe through hard work you can enjoy both prosperity and social mobility.

You can learn more about the American Dream by visiting the
Strengthening Brand America website and downloading the 2012
American Dream State Ranking Report.

They leave their country of birth to forge a new path in a nation that
declares “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are

suit of Happiness.”
It is the promise of Brand America.

If you found this eBook valuable, please do me a small favor - take
a moment and leave a comment to that effect on this blog post.

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
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